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UPCOMING EVENTS

Innovation,
adaptability,
forward thinking, accountability
and
transparency.
These
are traits to
be
continuously strived
for in our legal system.
The
members of the
Cook County
Bar Association (CCBA)
are the kinds
of
lawyers
and
judges
who
embrace
systemic
change that fosters these
ideals.
On September 16th, Cook
County voted to re-elect a
leader with these same ideals
as the court’s top judge,

Cook County Circuit Court
Chief Judge Timothy C. Evans. Judge Evans was chosen
for his sixth term
in office, heading
one of the largest unified court
systems in the
country. We at
the CCBA were
proud to use our
platform to endorse
him.
There is no doubt
that Judge Evans
has been a friend
to the CCBA, but
even more so, he has been a
champion of substantive reform in the court system.
We congratulate him.
CCBA members are coming
off a busy summer, including
attending the National Bar
continued on page 2

IL SUPREME COURT CASE ALERT

Conviction Under Void Statute Grounds for Felon Status

For the November
Joint Dinner
with BWLA

November 3, 2016

In People v. McFadden,
2016 IL 117424, the Illinois
Supreme Court held that a
conviction under the void aggravated unlawful use of a
weapon (AUUW) statute (720
ILCS 5/24-1.1(a)(1), (a)(3)
(A)) can serve as the predicate felony in a subsequent
conviction for unlawful use of
a weapon by a felon (UUWF).
In December 2002, the State
indicted Onaffia McFadden on
six counts of AUUW. Two of

those counts were based on
his possession of two weapons outside of his home, two
counts were based on his
possession of those two
weapons without a valid
FOID card, and two counts
were based on his possession
of those weapons while he
was under 21-years old. Id.
¶ 3. Our supreme court held
that Illinois’ blanket proscription on the possession of a
firearm outside the home
continued on page 16
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C CBA A BOU T
T OWN

Past President Arlene Coleman, 40 Under
40 Award Recipient President-Elect
Dartesia Pitts, and Executive Director Cordelia Brown at the NBA Convention

PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE, cont’d
Association (NBA) Conference in St. Louis in July,
where we were awarded the
Affiliate of the Year Award.
Additionally, CCBA Treasurer
Jeanette Samuels received
the Advocacy and Leadership
Award and President-Elect
Dartesia Pitts was recognized
with the 40 Under 40 Award.
CCBA Board member Juan
Thomas was elected as President-Elect of the NBA, and
will be sworn in as President
at the NBA conference in Toronto in 2017.
The CCBA continues to solicit new members and on
September 8th, Michelle Jenkins spearheaded a very successful membership reception hosted by CCBA Past
Presidents Larry Rogers, Sr.
and Larry Rogers, Jr.
The
Young Lawyers Section (YLS)
hosted
“Cocktails
for
a
Cause” with the CCBA Executive Board and CCBA Founda-

33 YEARS

AND

tion Executive Board.
The
event was held at Bar Louie
on Dearborn. Natasha Jenkins was the chair.
We hosted the second of a
series of Town Hall meetings
entitled, “Situation Critical II:
Legal Aspects of Police Violence Against African Americans” on Wednesday, September 21st at Trinity United
Church of Christ. The Town
Hall continues our focus on
the proliferation of deadly
police interactions in African
American
communities
across Chicago and the attendant legal implications.
We
are
continuously
buoyed to have a court system that is the most diverse
in history. However, we as
officers of the court remain
vigilant about the inequities
that persist and we look for
innovative ways to continue
to serve those we represent.
■ Natalie L. Howse, Pres.

COUNTING

Job Fair Continues to Connect Diverse Students, Eager Employers
On August 12, 2016, the
CCBA Job Fair Committee
hosted the 33rd annual CCBA
Minority Law Student Job Fair
at the Embassy Suites Chicago. This fair has come to be
one of the most well-known
and well-respected law student job fairs in the country.
Participating students must
be rising 2Ls or 3Ls from fully accredited law schools
ranked among the top 30, as
determined by U.S. News
and World Report; from law
schools at historically black
colleges and universities;
from law schools located in
the Midwest, as defined by
the National Association for
Law Placement (“NALP”); or
the student must be a fellow
or associate of the Council on
Legal Educational Opportuni-

ty (“CLEO”). Each year law
firms, corporations and government agencies register for
the Job Fair.
Students are allowed to
bid for 25 of the registered
employers. Employers receive resumes from students
that bid for them and are allowed to select eight students to interview or half of
their schedule. The other half
of their schedule is selected
by lottery based partly on
students’ ranking of employers and employers’ ranking
of students. Students are allowed to have a maximum of
eight interviews during the
fair.
The Job Fair is one of
CCBA’s largest yearly events
and its largest fundraiser.
This year, over 500 students

from 47 schools across the
country participated in the
fair. Seventy-five employers,
including government agencies, corporations, and small,
medium and large law firms
participated in this year’s
fair. Though the fair only
lasts one day, the committee
prepared for the fair over the
course of seven months. We
held two workshops to prepare students for their interviews. The Resume Workshop, sponsored by Jones
Day, was held on April 2,
2016. During the workshop,
career
services
advisors,
partners and senior counsels
from various organizations
provided students with dos
and don’ts of resume writing.
Approximately 20 volunteers
continued on page 6
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JUVENILES IN SEARCH OF JUSTICE

Curbing the Overrepresentation of Black Youth in the System
Statistics show an overall
trend that juvenile offending
is decreasing, especially in
Cook County. Although these
figures are to
be
lauded,
there is still
an issue in
the juvenile
justice
system that is
completely
repugnant to
any notion of
progress and
equality
amongst our
nation’s
youth—the
overrepresentation of
black youth
in the juvenile
justice
system. This issue is so pervasive that during the period
in which the overall rate of
juvenile
delinquency
decreased, the overrepresentation of black youth in the
system actually increased.
A 2014 analysis of juvenile
justice data in Illinois by Pro-

ject NIA revealed that in
Cook County, 84 percent of
youth detained in the Cook
County Juvenile Detention
Center identify
as Black, as
compared to a
mere 3 percent identifying as white in
the same detention center.
There are two
contributors to
this issue: the
racially biased
juvenile justice
system,
and
community
conditions that
lead a significant number of
black youth to
inevitably interact with the juvenile justice system. Until our society
recognizes that we must simultaneously
create
policy
around and investment in
both of these contributors,
we will continue to have significant overrepresentation of
black youth in the juvenile

justice system, especially
here in Cook County.
Part of the underlying
cause of the racially biased
juvenile justice system may
lie in the idea of “implicit bias.” Our nation was tragically
re-awakened about the dangers of implicit bias toward
black children with the murder of twelve-year-old Tamir
Rice. For Rice, there was no
presumption of childhood innocence; instead, as reported by Stacey Patton of the
Washington Post, this tragic
murder reminded our nation
that “[b]lack children are not
afforded the same presumption of innocence as white
children, especially in life or
death situations.” Implicit bias also affects sitting judges
in their perception of race.
A 2009 study published in
the Notre Dame Law Review
focused on 133 sitting judges
and set out to answer (a)
whether judges hold implicit
racial biases and, if so, (b)
whether those biases produce biased judicial decicontinued on page 14

OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND AT CAN-TV
CCBA members can appear live on public access cable channel CAN-TV for a half
-hour live call-in program
Wednesdays at 6:00 p.m.
“CCBA on CAN-TV” features
a host and a guest who discuss an area of law, proposed legislation, or a policy
issue in a question and answer format, and take calls
live on-air from the viewing
audience. A CCBA member
also serves as the call
screener for the program.
Guests
with
specialized
knowledge of an area of law
can also answer callers’ specific questions about their

personal legal issues.
CAN-TV’s newly remodeled
studios is very user friendly.
Employing easy-to-use controls, the host can display
printed material or webpages
live on air to help guide the
conversation.
The
call
screener notifies the host
when there is a caller and
switches the call live on air.
No prior experience or
technical expertise is required; however, training is
required and takes less than
an hour.
CCBA
encourages
its
members to share their experience and expertise with

our community, which is also
a platform to reach a large
population in a familiar and
easily accessible way. It also
gives you the chance to market your skills to a broad audience. If you have experience in an area of law or
passion for a public policy
issue that you want to share
with the public, show slots
are available now.
For more information, contact Mecca Thompson, Chair
of the CAN-TV Committee at
specialtlaw@gmail.com. Past
episodes are available at
cookcountybar.org.
■ Mecca Thompson
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TAKING RISKS IS THE
An Interview with Attorney, Named Partner,

With the smell of new furniyer I had to go where the trichurch and community orture in the air and boxes still
als were.”
It was in this
ganizations. Make sure evelingering
about,
attorney
smaller law firm environment
ryone around you knows that
Kenneth Battle leans back in
where he garnered more trial
you’re an attorney and feels
his chair, seemingly to take it
experience and started learncomfortable approaching you
all in, and smiles as he reing to develop business from
when they have a legal iscounts the beginning of his
those at the firm who were
sue.” He notes that you may
career as a young attorney.
already doing it.
Business
not be able to take on every
Battle began his career in
development is something he
matter, but you may be able
large law firm practice where
calls an art. He recounts a
to refer it to someone who
he, surprisingly, received a
good friend and mentor who
can reciprocate. “You don’t
great amount of hands-on
took notice of his desire to
have to be the world’s greatexperience as a new attorget to the next level in his
est rainmaker,” he said, “but
ney.
“I knew
you have to make
the rumors gothe effort to build
ing in—new asrelationships and
“The named partners are three very
sociates
don’t
keep that at the
take
deposiforefront of your
experienced lawyers who literally just want
tions, write mothoughts.”
tions, or argue
Battle knew it was
to work hard, do the best we can for our
summary judgtime to go out on
ment
briefs.”
his own when he
clients and enjoy the ride along the way.”
He
described
landed a once-in- Ken Battle
himself as the
a-lifetime
busi“squeaky
ness opportunity
wheel” in seekthat he brought to
ing out learning opportunities
career and told him he needthe firm, but ultimately had
from the partners he worked
ed to start developing busito reject it due to a firm conwith.
ness.
flict.
“I had not thought
As an attorney who has
“When you have an engagabout having my own firm up
successfully transitioned into
ing personality, are not afraid
until that point. I didn’t have
and out of various roles withto talk to people and welmagnificent aspirations to go
in the practice of law—large
come the challenge of pleasout and open a law firm. I
firm associate, small firm asing your clients, it makes you
ended up looking at my numsociate,
solo
practioner,
an ideal person to develop
bers, calculating where I was
managing partner, and now
business,” he said. “Not all
as a senior attorney, calcunamed
equity
partner—
lawyers have the gift of being
lating what I could do with
taking risks and hustling is
able to talk to strangers, inthe business that I had dethe name of the game. “As
still confidence in their legal
veloped thus far, and thought
an associate, speak up and
abilities, and put a smile on
to myself—‘although it’s nice
ask to sit in on a deposition,
peoples’ faces. If you’re one
here, I will not get to the levthen stay late to make up
of those people, you should
el I want to be if I stay.’ So,
the billable hours you’ll
use those talents and go for
after much prayer I decided
miss,” he says.
It was
it.” And that is just what he
to take a leap of faith. I demoves like that that had him
did.
cided to take a risk.”
leaving large firm life with
In preparing to launch a soHe opened the doors of his
more practical experience
lo practice, he advises, “join
solo practice shortly after
than most.
the various bar associations,
that. Tips he has for those
But what prompts a move
talk to your colleagues about
just starting out: consult
from cushy big law life anyreferring you business, and
your mentors for advice, do
way? Battle elaborates, “I
make sure they know what
your due diligence and use
knew in my heart of hearts
kind of work you’re capable
bar association resources,
that I wanted to be a trial
of doing. Talk to those in
consider shared office spaclawyer, and to be a trial lawyour civic and social circles,
es, be amenable to change,
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NAME OF THE GAME:
and Entrepreneur Ken Battle

don’t be afraid to supplement your income with contract work, and stay humble.
“Sometimes you have to
start at the bottom,” he said

jokingly.
When it comes to business
development, “be yourself
and let your personality
come through,” he notes.
“Affirmatively go out and
seek to develop a relationship with your clients. People want to like who they
work with, so show your
character, keep the relationship going, have faith and be
patient. Building real relationships take time!”
And
once you have established
the relationship, Battle advises attorneys to “put it out

there that you want to work
with them; the only way to
get what you want is to ask.”
Having mastered solo practice and built a reputation as
an
aggressive
litigator, Battle
explained
the
impetus behind
teaming up with
an already established
law
firm and eventually becoming
named
equity
partner at Hickey, O’Connor &
Battle, LLP. “I
loved the autonomy of being a
solo practitioner, but learned
that I did not
care much for
the
necessary
administrative
activities.”
When presented
with an opportunity to join an
established firm
as a partner, he
decided the timing was right.
Prior
to
the
move,
Battle
negotiated with
the firm about the things
that were most important to
him—namely his autonomy,
choice of clients and the
matters on which he worked.
Following a successful tenure as a Partner with the
firm, Battle sought the advice of numerous colleagues
and mentors as he eventually prepared to make yet another transition, from partner
to named equity partner. He
described it as an epiphany;
he reached a point where he
could better serve his clients
if he had more control. So,

when the opportunity arose
to start a firm as an equity
partner with seasoned veteran attorneys, Battle indicates
“I had to take yet another
risk and go for it.”
Battle describes Hickey,
O’Connor & Battle, LLP as a
firm with a strong base of legal knowledge. “The named
partners are three very experienced lawyers who literally
just want to work hard, do
the best we can for our clients and enjoy the ride along
the way,” he explained.
Hickey, O’Connor & Battle,
LLP primarily focuses on high
-profile civil rights litigation,
catastrophic medical malpractice litigation, employment disputes and business
litigation.
Although the firm is very
new and still assessing its
staffing needs, for those
looking for associate positions, Battle recommends
building relationships and
having the willingness to
speak up for yourself and on
behalf of your colleagues
looking for opportunities. His
cautionary advice for lawyers
in the age of social media:
“Do not forget to focus on
growing your ‘in-person account’ just like your Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn account. It took time and energy to develop your online
profiles, so put that same energy into developing your ‘inperson profile,’” he explained.
Though Battle prides himself on all he has accomplished so far, he values giving back and remains accessible to those looking for advice, resources, or inspiration
to simply take a risk. After
all, hustling and taking risks
is the name of the game.
■ Staff Writer
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Employers and students mingle at the Job
Fair Closing reception

33 YEARS LATER,
from the CCBA worked with
students one-on-one to perfect their resumes. The second workshop, a Dress for
Success/Mock
Interview
Workshop, sponsored by Chicago-Kent College of Law,
was held on July 9, 2016.
During that workshop, a panel of attorneys provided students with tips on how to
dress and present themselves in their interviews. After the panel discussion,
CCBA members participated
in mock interviews with the
students.
Overall, the Job Fair was
a huge success. There were a
number of students who
commented on how prepared
they were for their interviews
after participating in the two
workshops. Many of the employers noted how impressed
they were with the caliber of
student
participants
and
there have already been reports of employer callbacks.
During the closing reception,

cont’d from pg. 2

CCBA honored Lucille Blackburn, Job Fair chairperson of
over ten years, for her dedication and service to the Job
Fair Committee. She is ending her run as chairperson
and will be greatly missed.
CCBA
Board
Member
LeDeidre Turner will move
from co-chairperson to chairperson for next year’s fair. A
special thank you goes to the
Job Fair Committee for its
hard work and dedication.
This event could not have
been successful without you.
We look forward to another
great job fair next August.
One of our goals is to
continuously grow our job
fair. All employers looking for
summer associates or legal
interns/clerks are welcome to
participate in next year’s fair.
For more information, please
contact the Job Fair Committee
at
info@ccbaminorityjobfair.org.
■ LeDeidre Turner, Chair
Job Fair Committee

U.S. SUPREME COURT CASE ALERT
After-Acquired Information Justifies Cops’ Illegal Stops

CCBA honors outgoing Co-Chair of the Job
Fair Committee Lucille Blackburn for ten
years of consistent, unparalleled service.

CCBA’s Job Fair Committee with President
Natalie Howse after the closing reception

Justice Clarence Thomas
wrote the majority opinion in
Utah v. Strieff, 136 S. Ct.
2056 (2016), in which the
court held that the discovery
of a valid arrest warrant during an unconstitutional investigatory stop “attenuated the
connection between the unlawful stop and the evidence
seized incident to arrest [on
the warrant];” therefore, the
evidence was not subject to
the exclusionary rule. Id. at
2059.
A police officer in Salt
Lake City, Utah was conducting intermittent surveillance
on a home after receiving a
tip about narcotics activity at
the residence.
Over the

course of about a week, the
officer observed a high frequency of visitors who left a
few minutes after arriving.
The officer suspected that
the occupants of the residence were dealing drugs,
and stopped one visitor,
Edward Strieff, a short time
after Strieff left the residence. The officer failed to
observe when Strieff arrived and when he left, and
“thus lacked a sufficient basis to conclude that Strieff
was a short-term visitor.”
Id. at 2063.
The officer
asked for Strieff’s identification, which Strieff produced, and the officer
learned Strieff had an outcontinued on page 12
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HOW YOU CAN AFFORD TO HIRE AN EMPLOYEE
To hire or not to hire? That
is the never-ending debate.
If you’re overwhelmed with
doing not only the legal
work, but all of the other
hats that your practice requires then I'm here to tell
you that you can afford to
hire the help you need.
Here's how:
Start Small
When
most people think
of hiring
an
employee,
they think
of the salary, benefits
and
additional
overhead
that
comes
along with
it.
That
alone
is
enough of
a deterrent to prevent some
from getting the help they
need. However, don't think
you have to pay someone a
full-time salary right off the
bat. There are plenty of wellqualified people looking for
part-time work, or who can
work virtually or remotely.
This is also a good option to
test the waters and see if
you can handle having an
employee. You can start by
giving the employee a few
hours each week and see
what they can do. As they
continue
to prove
their
worth, their hours can increase as needed. At the
same time, you’re freeing up
your time to pursue other
revenue-generating
activities.
Focus on Earning More
Revenue
Another hesitation people
have with hiring an employee

is the fear that the employee
will cut into their profits.
However, the proper mindset
should be how this employee
can help you generate more
revenue. Anyone you bring
on board should allow you to
gain twice their salary in new
revenue. For instance, if
you’re paying an associate X
amount in compensation,
they need
to generate 2X the
amount in
new business revenue.
For cases
where the
employee
does not
directly
raise revenue, such
as a paralegal
or
assistant,
in
these
instances, you need to know
how their contributions will
help you raise revenue before you hire them. Think of
all of the paralegal/assistant
work that you currently do.
Do you check your own
email? Answer your own
phone? Schedule your own
meetings?
Can you bill a client for any
of these activities? The answer is no. If you are doing
these tasks, your real work is
not getting done and a lot of
your time and potential revenue is being wasted.
Now ask yourself the question, "How could I bring in
new revenue if I wasn’t tied
up with administrative details?”
By hiring an employee, you
could spend that time on billable time and income producing activities causing revenue to skyrocket. For in-

stance, you could start off
with an assistant working 5
hours per week for $15 an
hour, which is $300 a month
or 20 hours a month. If you
bill at a rate of $250 an hour,
without an assistant, those
20 hours a month earned
you $0 a month. By hiring an
assistant, you have the time
to make an extra $5000, less
the $300 you pay the assistant, leaving you with $4700.
Not so bad, right?
Hire on Commission
Give incentives to your new
associate to go above and
beyond for you by paying
them on straight commission
or salary plus commission. If
a case is worth $10,000 and
you pay commission of 20%
of the total fee, your associate gets $2,000 once the
case is closed. While this isn’t a popular practice, the
true rockstars will rise to the
challenge. Since pay is determined on the ability to be
productive, an associate is
enticed to wrap up matters
more efficiently, adding to
your bottom line.
For an added incentive,
give the associate an extra
bonus for each new client
they bring in. This not only
rewards them for helping to
build your book of business,
but you’ll be making that
much more money to help be
in the position to pay them
the commission. That's a win
win!
With your first hire, you'll
be able to take your business
higher than you ever imagined. You'll also be able to
focus on the tasks that truly
will help put your practice in
the best possible position.
So, what are your waiting
for?
■ Shelley L. Whitehead,
Founder/CEO, LegalBee,
LLC
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DONALD TRUMP
Donald Trump, the Republican Party nominee for U.S.
president, to be elected November 2016, has stated
that if elected he will prevent
immigration into the U.S. by
some persons. The prohibition has been phrased in various ways on different dates
according to the New York
Times:
 “A total and complete shutdown of Muslims entering
the
United
States.” [12/07/15]
 “Suspend immigration from
areas of the world where
there is a proven history of
terrorism.” [6/13/16]
 “Suspend immigration from
regions linked with terrorism until a proven vetting
method
is
in
place.” [6/25/16]
 “Immediately suspend immigration from any nation
that has been compromised
by terrorism.” [7/21/16]
N.Y. Times, July 24, 2016 at
A16. Based on the average
number of immigrants and
visitors who have entered
the U.S. from places covered
by the above prohibitions,
the U.S. would be closed to
between 675,000 and 29 million persons.
Trump’s
proposals
are
highlighted by his disparagement of Muslim immigrant
Khizr Khan, who displayed a
copy of the U.S. Constitution
as he spoke at the 2016
Democratic National Convention in July with his wife,
Ghazala Khan, standing silently at his side. “Gold Star”
parents, their son Army Captain Humayan Khan—winner
of the Purple Heart—died in a
car bomb explosion in Iraq in
June
2004.
Incidentally,
Trump blamed the death on
President
Obama
even
though Obama did not become president until January

AND

IMMIGRATION: A LEGAL

20, 2009—almost 5 years
later.
Implementation of
Trump’s
on words.
Muslim imThis story canban
fit 150-200
migration to the U.S. would
One
benefit
of using your newsletter
as a
have
prevented
the Khans
and
thus,
promotional tool is that you can reuse contheir
tent fromfallother marketing materials, such as
en
son
press releases, market studies, and reports.
from
even
beWhile your
main goal of distributing a newsing
in
the
letter might be to sell your product or serU.S.
vice, the key to a successful newsletter is
One
making
useful to your readers.
can it ask
whether
A great way to add useful content to your
a ban on
newsletter
is to develop and write your own
immigraarticles,
or
include a calendar of upcoming
tion
events
or
a
special offer that promotes a
based on
faith
new product.is
religious
You can also research articles or find “filler”
discrimination.
articles by accessing the World Wide Web.
If
so, about a variety of topics but
You can write
ponder
try to keep your articles short.
its broad
effect
Much of the content you put in your newsconsiderletter can also be used for your Web site.
ing
there
Microsoft Publisher offers a simple way to
are
1.6
convert your newsletter to a Web publicabillion
tion.
So, when you’re finished writing your
Muslims
newsletter,
convert it toOf
a Web
site and
in the world.
that
number,it. the Pew Research Cenpost
ter estimates that 3.3 million
Muslims live in the U.S. That
makes Islam the nation’s
third-largest faith, behind
Christianity and Judaism.
“It’s a diverse population primarily divided among African
Americans, South Asians,
and Arabs. . . .” Of the 2016
Muslim population in the
U.S., 45% are immigrants
who arrived after 1990.
However, the earliest known
Muslim was a slave from Morocco, “Estevanico who was
shipwrecked with Spaniards
off present-day Galveston,
Texas, in 1528. . . .” It is estimated “as many as 30% of
Africans enslaved in the U.S.
were Muslim.”
Trump’s suggestion that

immigration be suspended
from terrorist areas until “a
proven vetting mechanism is
in place,” or his call for
“extreme, extreme vetting”
fails
to
acknowledge
that the existing vetting
mechanism
denied a visa
to
Yemeni
terrorist
Ramzi bin alShibh,
who
was to have
been the 20th
hijacker
on
9/11.
The
destruction of
the
World
Trade buildings in New
York on September
11,
2001,
occurred from
actions
by
those
who
legally
obtained visas.
Moreover, the
only person convicted in the
U.S. in connection with 9/11
planning, Zacarias Moussaoui, is a French citizen of Moroccan heritage.
As a
Frenchman he could, and
did, enter the U.S. under the
visa waiver program. In addition, “nearly 1,200 people
who tried to enter the U.S.
on temporary visas in 2014
were rejected based on terrorist grounds, according to a
Congressional Research Service report. . . .” To the extent
France
has
been
“compromised” by actions of
terrorists,
everyone from
France could be excluded under Trump’s proposals. The
November 13, 2015 attacks
in Paris involved Aalah Abdeslan, a 26-year-old French
national. The man who used
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ANALYSIS ON THE RIGHT TO EXCLUDE
a 19-ton truck to massacre
people on the French Riviera
on Bastille Day in July 2016,
Mohamed Lahouaiej Bouhlel,
was a native of Tunisia who
resided in Nice, France.
Would Trump’s proposals
keep
every
resident
of
France out of the U.S. even
though they are not citizens
of the country?
Some might call Trump’s
proposals “un-American” to
the extent they target groups
and not specific individuals.
For those who think the law
will protect against implementation of Trump’s ideas
should he become president
of the U.S.—it does not! The
Congress has plenary power
over immigration and the administration of immigration is
in the hands of an executive
administrative agency. Previously it was the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and since 9/11,
the Department of Homeland
Security.
A cabinet secretary, appointed by the president, is head of the agency.
Thus, the president has extensive power over immigration. One can set aside consideration of Supreme Court
action in June 2016, which
curtailed President Obama’s
effort to halt deportation of
some non-citizens at a time
when the Court had only 8
justices. Even if the states
that challenged the president’s power might have
been motivated by prejudice
against the nation’s first
Black president, the issue
was removal of non-citizens,
not admission. The governing law on admission and
that of removal are two different things. Consider (1)
the 1889 U.S. Supreme
Court decision known as the
Chinese Exclusion Case; (2)
the 1993 U.S. Supreme

Court decision that approved
the U.S. blockade around
Haiti to prevent Haitian refugees from reaching the U.S.;
and (3) the provision in the
Immigration and Nationality
Act (INA) giving the president authority to suspend
immigration or place restrictions on it.
The Chinese Exclusion Case
– In 1889, the U.S. Supreme
Court decided a case which
came to be known as the
Chinese Exclusion case. Its
actual name is Chae Chan
Ping v. United States, 130
U.S. 581 (1889), and is the
source of the plenary power
doctrine that approves almost unlimited power over
immigration by the federal
government. The litigant in
Chae Chan Ping challenged
the Chinese Exclusion Act,
which prohibited Chinese nationals from entering the
U.S. Still good law, the case
said:
The power of exclusion of
foreigners being an incident
of sovereignty
belonging
to
the government
of the United
States, as part
of those sovereign
powers
delegated
by
the
Constitution, the right
to its exercise
at
any
time
cannot be granted away
or restrained. . . . If there
be any just ground of
complaint on the part of
China, it must be made to
the political department of
our government, which is
alone confident to act upon the subject.
Sale v. Haitian Centers
Council, Inc., 509 U.S. 155
(1993) – More than a centu-

ry after the Chinese Exclusion Case, the Supreme
Court approved the practice
of “interdiction,” in which the
president directed the U.S.
Coast Guard to blockade the
country of Haiti to prevent
potential refugees from leaving that country to reach the
U.S. Impoverished, but free
after defeating its French
colonizers in the 1800s, Haiti
is a predominantly Black nation whose refugee exodus in
the 1990s followed the overthrow of its first democratically elected president. Interdiction was approved by
the Supreme Court in Sale,
which ruled that the U.S.
Constitution did not operate
extraterritorially. Apart from
the Sale case, the executive
branch has taken other
measures designed to prevent black Haitians from
gaining entry into the U.S. A
Second Circuit case, Bertrand v. Sava, 684 F. 2d 201
(2nd Cir. 1982), rejected a
challenge to the
denial of parole
as
evidencing
racial discrimination.
The
court said, “[n]o
one
disputes
[that] Congress
may
employ
race or national
origin as criteria
in determining
which aliens to
exclude.” When
Haitian unaccompanied minors held on Guantanamo
Bay sought to be admitted
into the U.S., as were Cuban
unaccompanied minors, they
were rebuffed by the Eleventh Circuit court whose decision the Supreme Court declined to review.
(Cuban
American Bar Association v.
Christopher, 43 F. 2d 1412
continued on page 15
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CCBA SHINES AT NATIONAL BAR CONVENTION
The National Bar Association’s 91st Annual Convention
& Exhibits was held in St.
Louis, Missouri. This year,
the CCBA and its members
were featured as panelists
and moderators for a host of
seminars and panel discussions, honored as awardees
for their service and accomplishments, and elected into
esteemed national offices
within the NBA. Some convention highlights included:
The Judicial Council’s 45th
Annual Thurgood Marshall
Awards Luncheon honored
Judge Franklin U. Valderrama
with its Thurgood Marshall
Award; Judge Blanche M.
Manning
(ret.)
with
its
George
Crockett
Lifetime
Achievement Award;
and
Vincent F. Cornelius as the
new President of the Illinois
State Bar Association
Two Judicial Council seminars: Judging While Black,
An Analytical, Statistical and
Anecdotal Examination moderated by Justice Shelvin Hall
where Justice P. Scott Neville, Jr served as a panelist;
and The Boomer Paradox:
Legal & Ethical Considerations for the Bench and Bar
featuring
Judge
Patricia

Banks as a panelist
NBA’s Fred David Gary Hall
of Fame Luncheon.
This
year’s Region VII inductees
were Gilbert King, Jr. and
MacArthur Drake.
The 2016 Corporate Leadership Summit where CCBA
Board Member Wiley S. Adams was a presenter.
On top of all the wonderful
programming
and
social
events, this year the CCBA
had some of the biggest moments at the convention:
CCBA was awarded NBA Affiliate of the Year. Board
Member Juan Thomas was
elected as NBA PresidentElect. CCBA President-Elect
Dartesia Pitts was honored as
a 40 Under 40 Awards Recipient.
Treasurer
Jeanette
Samuels was honored with
the Young Lawyers Division’s
Advocacy and Leadership
Award. Board Member Wiley
S. Adams was honored by
the Corporate Law Section as
one of two members of the
year.
Former CCBA board member Ellen Douglass was elected as NBA Board Member-atLarge for a two-year term.
Democratic
candidate
for
Cook County State’s Attorney

Kim Foxx received the NBA’s
highest award, the Sankofa
Award, at the Black Women
Rock Presidential Showcase.
NBA Region VII elected
Wiley S. Adams Director, Immediate Past President Arlene Coleman Deputy Director, and Mary Melchor Secretary/Treasurer.
Next year’s 92nd Annual
NBA Convention will be held
July 30, 2017, through August 4, 2017, in Toronto,
Canada. Please mark your
calendars.
Note that the
convention
dates
overlap
with
Toronto's
Caribbean
Caribana Festival, currently
North America’s largest cultural festival, so please make
your plans early. The end of
the convention will mark the
commencement
of
Juan
Thomas’s term as NBA President, so join us in Toronto as
we support our very own,
Juan Thomas, and continue
to enrich ourselves, the profession, and serve our communities.
For more information about
NBA Region VII , please contact Wiley S. Adams at
wiley.adams@prudential.com
■ Staff Writer

(Above) NBA President-Elect Juan Thomas
and wife; (Left) CCBA Members at the NBA
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CYCLISTS’ RIGHTS IN VEHICLE CODE
Drive anywhere
in Chicago and
the proliferation
of bike lanes and
the number of
cyclists
using
them can be staggering. Integrating so many bikes with
so many cars has not always
gone smoothly for either
side.
Luckily, in August Governor
Rauner signed into law an
amendment to Section 11502 of the Illinois Vehicle
Code meant to clarify the
rights of bicyclists while using public highways.
Section 11-502 of the Vehicle Code currently states that
every person “riding a bicycle
upon a highway shall be
granted all of the rights and
shall be subject to all of the
duties applicable to the driver of a vehicle.”
Effective January 2017, the
rights granted to bicyclists
include, but are not limited
to, the rights “under Article
IX” of the Vehicle Code. Article IX governs the right-ofway for vehicles turning left,
entering a stop or yield intersection, and approaching or
entering
an
intersection,
among other things.
Drivers and cyclists must
recognize that cars and bikes
sharing the same roads to
such a degree requires significant changes in behaviors—behaviors
that
for
many drivers have become
instinctive and do not account for the presence of a
large number of bikes on city
streets.
For example, the Vehicle
Code requires bicyclists to
travel “as close as practicable and safe to the righthand curve,” except when
reasonably
necessary
to
avoid “parked … vehicles.”
That means even drivers

passing a row of parked cars
with no bike lane must look
for oncoming bike “traffic”
before making any maneuver
to the right, including darting
into the lone open parking
space.
No longer can we turn on
our flashers and hug tight to
the row of cars parked in
front of our favorite shops to
“just run in for a minute,” if
doing so blocks the freshly
painted bike lane.
Giving
bikes equal footing with cars
in daily driving routines may
not come naturally to drivers
who, despite some longstanding campaigns, never
really had to “share the road”
in a meaningful way. But we
all have to try because the
consequences can be deadly.
The recent change in the
law was reportedly prompted
by the death of a bicyclist in
Kane County last year. At
the time of the bicyclist’s
death, the driver of an automobile stopped at a stop sign
before entering an intersection. The rider on the crossroad did not have a stop
sign, entered the intersection, and collided with the
vehicle on the passenger
side.
Section 11-904 of the Vehicle Code states that after
having stopped at a stop
sign, a driver “shall yield the
right-of-way to any vehicle …
which is approaching so
closely on the roadway as to
constitute an immediate hazard during the time when the
driver is moving across or
within the intersection.”
City and state government
can help with public education campaigns for riders and
drivers since painted lines
and reflectors have not proven to be enough. After all,
public safety is a responsibility that we all share.
■ Staff Writer
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Past Presidents Judge Fredrick Bates and
Judge Freddrenna Lyle celebrate with Past
President Stephen Stern on becoming the
President of IVI-IPO Illinois

CCBA Secretary Judith Hannah and Board
Members LeDeidre Turner and Michelle
Jenkins support the Illinois Judicial Council
at their 34th Installation & Scholarship
Awards Ceremony

Judge Olu Stevens of Kentucky delivered a
powerful keynote address at CCBA’s
102nd Installation & Awards Ceremony
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Past President James D. Montgomery and
other expert panelists address the history
of police misconduct in Chicago at Situation Critical II
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The attenuation doctrine is
an exception to the exclusionary rule, which requires
the suppression of evidence
obtained as a direct result of
an illegal search and seizure
as well as evidence discovered later, derivative of the
illegality (the “fruit of the
poisonous tree”).
Id. at
2061. Under the attenuation
doctrine, evidence discovered
as stated above “is admissible when the connection between unconstitutional police
conduct and the evidence is
remote or has been interrupted by some intervening
circumstance.” Id. Here, the
state relied on an intervening

circumstance: the discovery
of the warrant. Id.
The question for the Court
was whether “the discovery
of a valid arrest warrant was
a sufficient intervening event
to break the causal chain between the unlawful stop and
the discovery of drug-related
evidence on Strieff’s person.”
Id.
The Court examined
three factors to answer that
question: (1) temporal proximity, or how closely the discovery of the evidence followed the unconstitutional
search; (2) the presence of
intervening
circumstances;
and (3) the purpose and flagrancy of the official misconduct.
Id. at 2062 (citing
Brown v. Illinois, 422 U.S.
590, 603-04 (1975)). The
majority found that the first
factor favored suppressing
the evidence. The officer is
this case discovered the contraband within minutes of the
illegal stop. Id.
However,
the majority held that the
existence of a valid warrant
was an intervening circumstance because once the officer discovered the warrant,
he was obligated to arrest
Strieff. Id. The Court also
noted that the warrant was
valid, it predated the investigation that lead to the stop,
and the warrant was unconnected with the stop.
Id.
The Court also found that the
third factor strongly favored
the State. Id. at 2063. Noting that the “exclusionary
rule exists to deter police
misconduct,” the Court found
that the third factor reflects
that reasoning by favoring
exclusion “only when the police misconduct is *** purposeful or flagrant.” Id. The
Court found that the officer
in this case “was at most
negligent” (id.) and that
there was no evidence that
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JUSTIFIES COPS’ ILLEGAL STOPS,
the stop “reflected flagrantly
unlawful police misconduct.”
Id. By “flagrantly unlawful,
the Court meant there was
“no indication that this unlawful stop was part of any
systemic or recurrent police
misconduct.” Id. The majority wrote that for a violation to be flagrant, “more severe police misconduct is required than the mere absence of proper cause for the
seizure.” (Emphasis added.)
Id. at 2064. (Although it offered one example, the Court
did not say how much more
in this opinion.) Strieff noted
that “because of the prevalence of outstanding arrest
warrants in many jurisdictions, police will engage in
dragnet searches if the exclusionary rule is not applied;” but, the majority
waved off that concern as
“unlikely.” Id. Besides, the
majority held, if there was
evidence
of
a
dragnet
search, “the application of
the Brown factors could be
different,” particularly as to
the purpose and flagrancy of
police misconduct. Id.
The majority found that the
evidence “seized as part of
his search incident to arrest
[on the warrant] is admissible because his discovery of
the arrest warrant [during
the unlawful stop] attenuated the connection between
the unlawful stop and the evidence seized …” Id.
Justice Ginsburg joined Justice Sotomayor’s dissent in
part and Justice Kagan’s dissent in full.
“The
exclusionary
rule
serves *** to deter unconstitutional police conduct.” Id.
at 2071 (Kagan, J., joined by
Ginsburg, J., dissenting).
Justice Kagan framed the application of the attenuation
doctrine as an attempt to

mark the point at which the
discovery of evidence becomes so attenuated from
the misconduct that the cost
of excluding the evidence—
that is, the release of a criminal without just punishment—outweighs the deterrent benefit. Justice Kagan
wrote that the majority’s
view “creates unfortunate
incentives for the police ***
to do what [the officer] did
here,” which was to make an
unlawful stop for investigative purposes. Id. at 207273. Whereas under a proper
application of the exclusionary rule the officer might
think an unlawful stop is not
worth making, precisely the
deterrence the exclusionary
rule is meant to achieve, after this decision “the officer
knows that the stop may well
yield admissible evidence: So
long as the target is one of
the many millions of people
in this county with an outstanding warrant, anything
the officer finds in a search is
fair game for use in a criminal prosecution.”
Id. at
2074.
This, Justice Kagan
wrote,
“places
Fourth
Amendment protections at
risk.” Id.
Justice Sotomayor wrote
that the warrant check was
not an “intervening circumstance,” but was “part and
parcel of the officer’s illegal
expedition for evidence in the
hope that something might
turn up.” (Internal quotation
marks and citation omitted.)
Id. at 2066. Here, the officer
“discovered Strieff’s drugs by
exploiting his own illegal conduct;” (id. at 2066) and
therefore, the drugs must be
excluded, she found.
This
exclusionary rule encourages
“those who formulate law enforcement policies, and the
officers
who
implement

cont’d from pg. 6

them, to incorporate Fourth
Amendment ideals into their
value system.”
(Internal
quotation marks and citation
omitted.) Id. at 2065. Justice Sotomayor rejected the
majority’s contention that
the exclusionary rule should
not apply because the officer
was “negligent.” Id. at 2067.
She wrote: “the Fourth
Amendment does not tolerate an officer’s unreasonable
searches and seizures just
because he did not know any
better. Even officers prone
to negligence can learn from
courts that exclude illegally
obtained evidence. Indeed,
they are perhaps the most in
need
of
the
education…”
(Internal citation
omitted.) Id. at 2068.
Justice
Sotomayor
also
commented on “Justice Department
investigations
across the country [that]
have illustrated how ***
astounding numbers of warrants can be used by police
to
stop
people
without
cause.” Id.
Justice Sotomayor concluded her dissent writing only
for herself. Id. at 2069. In
it, she notes the “severe consequences” of unlawful stops,
including the risk of “treating
members of our communities
as second-class citizens” and
the “indignity of the stop.”
Id. at 2069-70. “[I]t is no
secret that people of color
are disproportionate victims
of this type of scrutiny,” she
wrote. Id. at 2070. “They
are the ones who recognize
that unlawful police stops
corrode all our civil liberties
and threaten all our lives.
Until their voices matter too,
our justice system will continue to be anything but.”
Id. at 2071.
■ Jerrod Williams
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JUVENILES IN SEARCH OF JUSTICE ,
sions. To determine the rationale behind a judge’s decision making in regards to
black juvenile offenders, the
judges were given three hypothetical criminal scenarios
and before deciding a punishment, were shown a series of words associated with
black culture. For the judges
who initially showed a “white
preference,”
they
were
somewhat more likely to impose harsher penalties on
the juvenile defendants after
being exposed to words identified with black culture. The
judges who showed a “black
preference” were more likely
to impose a somewhat more
lenient penalty after being
exposed to words associated
with black culture. This study
shows that our judicial system has judges who, albeit
unintentional, harbor racial
biases and that these racial
biases may affect their judicial decision making in regards to the disposition of
juveniles of color.
According to a report published in 2003 by the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention in the
U.S. Department of Justice,
socioeconomic
conditions
play a significant factor in
relation to juvenile delinquency because children who
are raised in poor, disadvantaged families are at a greater risk for offending than
children raised in relatively
affluent families. Socially disorganized
neighborhoods,
which Walter Thabit defined
as the inability of local communities to realize the common values of their residents
or solve commonly experienced problems, play a significant role in relation to juvenile delinquency because
they have weak social control
networks,
allowing
delinquent activity to go unmoni-

tored and unchecked. Further, when communities are
plagued by social disorganization and concentrated poverty, their residents exhibit a
decreased willingness to intervene when youth engage
in unlawful acts, leading to a
greater chance of violence in
that neighborhood. Socioeconomic disadvantaged neighborhoods also contribute to
an environment in which the
social circles available to
youth are comprised of youth
who exhibit delinquent behavior. For example, juveniles who live within high
crime
neighborhoods
are
more likely to be surrounded
by “delinquent peer groups,”
socializing them into a culture of delinquent behavior

where social norms favor the
commission of crime.
Chicago’s segregated communities are where social
disorganization factors contributing to juvenile delinquency are most readily apparent. For example, in February 2015 The Chicago
Reader reported that the ten
neighborhoods in Chicago
that have the highest poverty rates (40 percent) are
all between 92-99 percent
black and located either on
the south or west side of the
city, and the twelve neighborhoods that have unemployment rates over 20 percent are in communities
comprised of 85-99 percent
black citizens. Additionally,
viewing violent crime in Chicago as a component of
“social disorganization” leading to juvenile delinquency

cont’d from pg. 3

shows the pervasiveness of
this issue in predominately
black areas. In twelve predominately black neighborhoods, the homicide rate
ranges from 42 to 78 per
100,000 residents. What we
have created in Chicago are
pockets in which all of the
contributing community factors leading to juvenile delinquency
are
hyperconcentrated in predominately black neighborhoods.
Our city has created environments where black youth are
literally inundated with factors that contribute to juvenile delinquency.
A solution to the first identified contributor to this racial discrepancy, the racially
biased juvenile justice system, will require the juvenile
justice system to recognize
that
everyone,
including
judges, harbors implicit racial
biases. Once the juvenile
justice
system
can
acknowledge this fact, then
education on how to identify
biases before they inhibit the
disposition of youth of color
may take place and be effective. Further, there needs to
be a concentrated effort on
the diversification of sitting
juvenile judges. With diversity comes a more thorough
understanding of how community factors, such as poverty
and
other
cultural
norms, play into a juvenile’s
delinquency.
Further, cities like Chicago
can no longer ignore the fact
that the environment of hyper-segregation has led to
the creation of pockets of nihilism where it is nearly inevitable that black youth will
offend. Investment for after
school
opportunities
and
gainful employment must be
inserted into these neighborhoods to ensure black youth
have alternatives to offending.
■ Mike Montgomery
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TRUMP

AND

IMMIGRATION,
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cont’d from pg. 8

ed leaders enjoy only limited
control of the mass of civil
servants. These employees
can drag their feet, leak to
the press, threaten to resign
and employ other tactics to
undermine Mr. Trump’s initiatives.” He concludes that
the “biggest obstacle to vast
[presidential] power is . . .
the millions of executive
branch employees.”
Thus,
while the law may not restrain Trump’s desire to impose restrictions on immigration, public pressure and federal bureaucratic inaction
could do so.
Trump’s ideas on immigration go beyond a focus on
Muslims or terrorists.
He
said in a speech on August
17, 2016, that “we should
only admit into this country
those who share our values.
. . .” A newspaper columnist
saw this as being authoritarian, unpatriotic and indefensible while reminding us that
the “Constitution allows . . .
people to question American
authority and American principles . . . ,” noting that one
“need not love everything
about America, or even
America itself, to live here.”
We should recall the Black
Americans
who
fought
through the years to change
American laws and customs
so that we could become full
participants in this pluralist
society. As part of “We, the
people,” Black Americans
need to be vigilant against
any constriction of patriotism
that would exclude persons
who do not fit Trump’s values.
His views should
prompt us to take action to
ensure those views never
become official policy. Our
history demands no less.
■ Prof. Joyce A. Hughes
Northwestern Pritzker
School of Law
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CCBA Board Member and Young Lawyers
Section Chair Natasha Jenkins speaks on
her Section’s upcoming events at the Annual Membership Meeting while long-time
CCBA member Lawrence Kennon listens

CCBA Member and Illinois Judicial Council
President Sharon O. Johnson is honored for
her years of service with Law Day

Conviction Under Void Statute
was facially unconstitutional;
and therefore, void ab initio.
Id. ¶ 12 (citing People v.
Aguilar, 2013 IL 112116;
People v. Burns, 2015 IL
117387 (clarifying Aguilar)).
Void ab initio, means that
the statute was invalid “from
the moment of its enactment
and, therefore, is unenforceable.” Id. ¶¶ 17-18. The decision applies retroactively.
McFadden pled guilty to
one count of AUUW, and the
State subsequently charged
him with multiple offenses,
including UUWF. A person
commits UUWF when he or
she knowingly possesses a
weapon
having
been
“convicted of a felony.” 720
ILCS 5/24-1.1(a). The State
charged
McFadden
with
“having been previously convicted of the felony offense
of [AUUW]” in the December
2002 proceedings in which
McFadden pled guilty to one
unspecified count of AUUW.
McFadden, 2016 IL 117424 ¶
5. McFadden stipulated to
having been convicted of AUUW in the December 2002
proceedings. The trial court
found McFadden guilty of
multiple counts of the crimes
charged,
including
two
counts of UUWF. Id. ¶¶ 6-7.
The appellate court vacated
one of the UUWF convictions
and vacated the remaining
UUWF conviction based on
the supreme court’s decision
in Aguilar, concluding “we
cannot allow defendant’s ***
AUUW conviction, which we
now know is based on a statute that was found to be unconstitutional and void ab
initio in Aguilar, to stand as a
predicate offense for defendant’s UUW by a felon conviction.” People v. McFadden,
2014 IL App (1st) 102939, ¶
43 aff’d in part, rev’d in part,
2016 IL 117424, ¶ 43.

The State appealed.
A
majority of the supreme
court framed the question as
whether a conviction, “which
is asserted to be based on a
statute that has been subsequently declared facially unconstitutional, may nevertheless serve as proof of the
predicate felony [in a UUWF
prosecution].” Id. ¶ 21. The
McFadden majority looked to
the United States Supreme
Court’s decision in Lewis v.
United States, 445 U.S. 55
(1980), for guidance which
held that . Id. ¶ 22. The
Lewis court held that a federal firearms statute at issue in
that case imposed a “firearm
disability” on those convicted
of a felony “until the conviction is vacated or the felon is
relieved of his disability by
some
affirmative
action.”
(Internal quotation
marks and citation omitted.)
Id. ¶ 23 (quoting Lewis, 445
U.S. at 60-61). The majority
also relied on the Seventh
Circuit’s decision in United
States v. Wallace, 280 F.3d
781, 784 n. 1 (7th Cir.
2002), which affirmed a conviction for being a felon in
possession of a firearm despite the fact the reason the
defendant was a felon was
because of a conviction
based on a statute later
found
unconstitutional.
McFadden, 2016 IL 117424,
¶ 24 (citing Wallace, 280
F.3d at 784 n. 1). The Wallace court based its decision
on “the straightforward principle that the only relevant
question is the defendant’s
status at the time he was
charged with unlawfully possessing a firearm.” Wallace,
280 F.2d at 784 n. 1. The
McFadden majority noted
that the Illinois statute only
requires the State to prove
the defendant’s “felon sta-
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Grounds for Felon Status,
tus.” Id. ¶ 27. The McFadden court treated the Illinois
statute similarly to the federal statute in Lewis and
adopted the United State Supreme Court’s reasoning that
“a disability based upon
one’s status as a convicted
felon should cease only when
the conviction upon which
that status depends has been
vacated.” Id. ¶ 29 (quoting
Lewis, 445 U.S. at 61 n. 5).
Thus, our supreme court
concluded that “a defendant
must clear his felon status
before obtaining a firearm” (id. ¶ 29) to avoid
prosecution for UUWF. Because “Aguilar did not automatically
overturn
[McFadden’s] judgment of
conviction” for AUUW (id. ¶
31), when he was charged
with UUWF, McFadden had a
judgment of conviction that
made it unlawful for him to
possess firearms. Id. ¶ 31.
Justice Kilbride wrote a
dissent, in which Justice
Burke joined, from the majority’s judgment that McFadden had to “clear his felon
status before obtaining a
firearm,” (id. ¶ 37) despite
the fact that his “felon status” was based on a statute
found to be void from its inception (id. ¶ 52). McFadden, 2016 IL 117424, ¶ 74.
Instead, he found that the
question was whether a conviction for UUWF can be
based on a statute “that
could never have been validly *** prosecuted.” Id. ¶ 52.
Justice Kilbride held that it
cannot because the conviction “must be treated as if its
underlying statute was never
operative.” Id. ¶ 58. He
distinguished Lewis on by
noting, “the predicate offense always remained valid” (emphasis omitted), here,
our
supreme
court

cont’d from pg. 1

“invalidated the predicate offense in its entirety in Aguilar. Id. ¶ 57. Likewise, the
underlying felony in Wallace
was not declared void ab initio. Id. ¶ 60. He concluded
that, as a result, the AUUW
statute “is utterly unenforceable.” Id. ¶ 61. “[N]o one
may be, or has ever been,
validly convicted under that
subsection.”
(Emphasis
omitted.) Id.
The dissent found that
placing the additional burden
of obtaining official vacatur
of a conviction for a “nonoffense” before an individual
may engage in constitutionally protected conduct does
not comport with any sense
of due process. Id. ¶¶ 6263. Additionally, the dissent
found the majority’s view did
not comport with due process because of the practical
consideration that virtually
“the only time individuals
‘convicted’ under any criminal statute later declared
void ab initio would realistically become aware of their
plight would be after being
charged with another criminal offense.” Id. ¶ 64. Under
the majority’s view “their
fate
has
already
been
sealed” (id. ¶ 65) “[m]erely
because they acted too late
to seek official vacatur of
convictions that they had no
reason to even suspect were
fatally
and
irreparably
flawed.” Id. ¶ 65. The dissent concluded that “[i]
mposing the prerequisite of a
prior official vacatur of a conviction for a crime that could
never be validly prosecuted
before an individual is absolved of the full criminal
consequences of his ‘felony
conviction’ is manifestly unjust and creates an absurd
result.” Id. ¶ 72.
■ Jerrod Williams

C CBA A BOU T
T OWN

President-Elect Dartesia Pitts provides legal
analysis for the television show, Fatal
Attraction

CCBA Member Shanita Straw hosts Town
Hall Meeting on the Westside for citizens
to learn their rights when stopped by police

CCBA Member Chief Judge Evans and President Natalie Howse at a reception for the
Court Appointed Special Advocates
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WANTED: DIVERSE ARBITRATORS
Arbitration is an efficient and
economical way to resolve disputes.
A common dispute actually required
to be resolved through arbitration is
certain uninsured motorist claims.
The Illinois Insurance Code (Code)
requires
that
all automobile
liability insurance
policies
issued in this
state provide
the
insured
with uninsured
motorist coverage.
215
ILCS 5/143a.
Section 143a
mandates that
such
policies
contain a provision requiring any disputes with respect to coverage
or
the
amount
of
damages, except disputes
as to medical
opinions,
be
submitted for
arbitration to the American Arbitration Association (AAA), “and be
subject to its rules for the conduct
of arbitration hearings.” AAA is a
public service, not-for-profit organization.
AAA is currently seeking to improve diversity in its roster of arbitrators.
Qualified minority attorneys are strongly encouraged to
apply to become an AAA arbitrator.

Serving as an AAA arbitrator can
expand your professional profile
and also provide supplemental income. Arbitrators set the time and
place for arbitration hearings and
have thirty days to provide the parties with a written
award.
The disputes the arbitrator
decides are whether the injured person has a right to
receive any damages
and
the
amount of damages.
Additional issues of contested
coverage, applicable policy limits,
and the stacking of
policy
coverage
may also be referred to the arbitrator by agreement of the parties.
Arbitrators
are
compensated
at the rate of $300
per case. The AAA
seeks
attorneys
with ten years of
experience.
Interested attorneys can contact
CCBA Board of Member Cannon D.
Lambert. Attorney Lambert can be
reached through his law firm,
Karchmar & Lambert, P.C. at (312)
977-1300. The AAA is located in
downtown Chicago at 225 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1840. For more
information about the arbitration
process, visit their website at
www.adr.org.

KUDOS CORNER
CCBA proudly
salutes board
member Cannon Lambert
who
represents Sandra
Bland’s family.
According
to
CCN, the family
has
reached a $1.9 million settlement in a wrongful death
lawsuit. The settlement includes
compensation
for
Bland's death in custody as
well as several changes to
jail procedures in Waller
County, Texas.
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